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Real meaning of marriage
by Geunyoung Kim
These days many people think marriage as
factor can elect not essential system. I think this situation is generated
because modern people have stronger individual propensity than the past.
Also, as many women develop economical ability the average of marriage
age is going higher and the people who want a single life are getting more
increase. In the past, a marriage was important event in a lifetime and
women used to help their husbands and raise their children well was
regarded as wise attitude. But, these days a value of women is changing.
That is, self-actualization and individual happiness are getting more
importance. As a result, there have been many types of marriage that are
increasing. The representative cases are living in the same house,
remarriage, marriage by matchmaking company. We can easily see the
people in this type of marriage than the past around us. I think that is
possible because the open mind that looks more importantly a feeling of selfsatisfaction than others' sights appears in women’s more and more.

Through this type of marriage, I wish you to think about appropriate value as
comparing the values they have with their merit and demerit.
First, it is living in the same house that is much popular to the young
people these days. This is deviated from a formality of the existing marriage,
so it is made up of different relation in the role division of wife and husband in
the marriage system. In a word, it is equal relation. And because there is no
responsibility for each other, their mind is also light. But irresponsible living in
the same house can cause a big misery. Especially, while living without
a contraception if they have a baby, their relation that there is no marriage
plan become complex. And after most people get married, they disappoint in
a lot
of aspects each other or can have a quarrel. But, a life of living in the same
house is easier to separate because they are not in the
system. Sometimes, formal things like that help people make patience and
careful consideration of others’ feeling
second, it is a type of remarriage.
The past’s attitude about a divorce was everything to be reproached. But it is
started to accepted as a will for new life.
The people who had experienced a marriage have a tendency to remarry with
the realistic motive not only emotive factor. And they are more careful in
their role accomplishment and considerate for spouse because they have fail
experience. But, there are also many trouble in remarriage family. The

definition of a role is obscure, the family members feel separated a sense of
loyalty. And they are easy to live in the shade of a stereotype and the
complexity of it's structure and obscure role, boundary can cause power
conflict.
Lastly, it is a type of marriage by matchmaking company. It offers that
the information about job, economic level of a partner adding appearance.
A Objective of these information can be ensured, but about a characteristic of
the man like individuality, personality, a way of thinking can be excluded. It
can be make some trouble in the marriage and is hard to expect ardentness
between husband and wife because it is not the relation made with deep love.

We’ll have to consider what it is the most important in married life. I’ve
thought that the married life can be accomplished well when a lot of factors
between two people is harmonized and people who are corresponded the
codes and are similar in many aspects can keep their relationships good.
In conclusion, because ‘a life after marriage’ is important, economic power
and vitality are as important as emotional aspects.
We have to cultivate our ability in various fields and have to get ready the
ability to cope with matters because reality is very much different from
thinking.

